Recognition of the folding consensus in RNA secondary structures by the topological-filtering method.
Functionally homologous RNA sequences can substantially diverge in their primary sequences but it can be reasonably assumed that they are related in their higher-degree structures. The problem to find such structures and simultaneously satisfy as far as possible the free-energy-minimization criterion, is considered here in two aspects. Firstly a quantitative measure of the folding consensus among secondary structures is defined, translating each structure into a linear representation and using the correlation theorem to compare them. Secondly an algorithm for the parallel search for secondary structures according to the free-energy-minimization criterion, but with a filtering action on the basis of the folding consensus measure is presented. The method is tested on groups of RNA sequences different in origin and in functions, for which proposals of homologous secondary structures based on experimental data exist. A comparison of the results with a blank consisting of a search on the basis of the free energy minimization alone is always performed. In these tests the method shows its ability in obtaining, from different sequences, secondary structures characterized by a high-folding consensus measure also when lower free energy but not homologous structures are possible. Two applications are also shown. The first demonstrates the transfer of experimental data available for one sequence, to a functionally related and therefore homologous one. The second application is the possibility of using a topological probe in the search for precise structural motifs.